
# PTS QUESTION CLARIFICATIONS

1 1 What will be the result of the cointoss? Beginning of the game cointoss only. (not overtime)

2 1 Which team will Win the cointoss? Beginning of the game cointoss only. (not overtime)

3 1
Will the singing of the National Anthem by Idina Menzel be 
longer than 2:00?

From Start to Finish. Must be Longer to win. 2:00 exactly will result in NO being 
correct.

4 5
Will the first commercial after the kickoff be for an alcoholic 
Beverage?

The first commercial of the first break after the Kickoff.

5 2 Will the first offensive play be a pass?
Refers to the first "Legal" offensive play. If play is called back because of a 
penalty, it does not count as the first play.

6 3 Which team will enter the 'Red Zone' (20 yrd line) first?

Refers to the Opponents 20 yrd line. Team must be on "at least" the 20. If no 
team enters the red zone, result is a push. The ball must be snapped from 
scrimmage inside the opponents' 20 yrd line. Example: If a team is at the 21 yrd 
line and throws a touchdown pass into the endzone, this does NOT count as 
entering the redzone.

7 1 At some point during the game, will a cactus be shown?
Must be a real Cactus. Must occur during the game itself (not pregame) and be 
shown on camera. Commercials don't count.

8 2 Will any points be scored in the first 5:00 minutes of the game?
Refers to the first 5 minutes of the Game Clock. Any points scored before the 
clock hits 9:59 in the first quarter.

9 2 Will the first score of the game be a Touchdown? First score would be a Touchdown as opposed to a Safety or Field Goal.

10 5 Which team will score the first touchdown?

11 2 Will the longest touchdown in the game be over 44 yards? Can be a pass or run. If 44 exactly, result is a push.

12 3 Which team will score the first fieldgoal?

13 2 Which team will punt first?
The kick must happen. Fakes don't count. However blocks do. As long as the 
punter kicks the ball.

14 1
With the Superbowl being in Arizona, will the GRAND CANYON 
be shown during the game?

Must be during the game itself (not pregame). Signs, logos and commercials don't 
count.

15 3 Will both teams Score in the First Quarter?

16 5 Which team will be winning at halftime?

17 5 Will at least 24 pts be scored by halftime? Includes 24 pts and greater.

18 2
What Color Hoodie will coach Bill Belichick (NE) wear during the 
game?

Referring to the MAIN COLOR of the hoodie. If the main color is not Blue or Grey 
(red for instance), the result is a push. If not wearing a hoodie, result is a push.

19 2
Will the Budweiser Clydesdales make an appearance in a 
commercial?

This question refers to the traditional Clydesdales horses appearing in a 
Budweiser commercial.

20 1
With the Superbowl being in Phoenix, will "Camelback 
Mountain" be shown during the game?

Must occur during the game itself (between Kickoff and the end of the game). 
Must be during the game broadcast and not during commercials.

21 2 Will there be a safety in the game?

22 2
Will there be a successful coach's challenge in this game? 
(ruling on the field reversed)

The key word here is "Coaches" challenge meaning the coach has thrown out the 
red flag. (Not a booth review, automatic Scoring play review, or a final 2 minutes 
of the half booth review.) The ruling on the field needs to be reversed to win this 
one.
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23 2
Will there be any Touchdowns Scored by the Defense or Special 
teams?

24 2 Will there be a successful field goal of 45 yards or longer?

25 2 Will there be a missed fieldgoal in the game?

In this question, the missed fieldgoal is either wide right/left or too short. In other 
words, the kick has to happen. (No fakes or botched snaps that don't result in a 
kick). However a blocked fieldgoal would count as a miss. As long as the kicker 
gets the kick off...

26 2 Will there be an onside kick 'attempt' in the game?
The onside kick doesn't necessarily have to be good or go 10 yards, only 
Attempted.

27 2 Will there be a successful 2 point conversion in the game?

28 1
During the halftime show, will performer Katy Perry be wearing 
a Dress/skirt or Pants/Shorts/Other?

Refers to the outfit Katy Perry is wearing at the start of her superbowl halftime 
show. "Other" is included in the second option: Pants/Shorts/Other.

29 3
Will any points be scored in the last 2 minutes of the Fourth 
Quarter?

Fourth Quarter only. Overtime does not count for this question.

30 3 Which half will more points be scored in? If tied, result is a push. (Overtime is not included in this)

31 5 Which team will have the most total yards? Taken from the Total Box Score. If tied, result is a push.

32 3 Which team will have the greatest time of possession? If tied, result is a push.

33 3 Which team will have the most turnovers? If tied or zero turnovers, result is a push. Box score turnover stats will be used.

34 2
Which team will have the most penalties in the game (in 
yardage)?

Taken from the Total Box Score. If tied, result is a push.

35 2
Who will throw more Interceptions, Tom Brady (NE) or Russell 
Wilson (SEA)?

Only takes into consideration Interceptions, not fumbles. If tied, result is a push.

36 2
Will Marshawn Lynch (SEA) have more rushing yards than 
LeGarrette Blount (NE)?

Will use the box score rushing yards for this question. If tied, result is a push.

37 2 Will more than 4 Field Goals be scored in the game? Must be scored to count. If 4 Exactly, the answer is No.

38 2
Will Doug Baldwin (SEA) have more Receiving Yards than Julian 
Edelman (NE)?

Will use the box score receiving stats for this question. If tied, result is a push.

39 3 Will Rob Gronkowski (NE) catch a touchdown pass in the game? Touchdown must be a pass.

40 2 Will Marshawn Lynch (SEA) rush for over 100 Yards? Box Score for Rushing Stats will be used. Must be MORE than 100 to win.

41 3 Will more points be scored in the THIRD or FOURTH Quarter? If tied, result is a push.

42 10 Which team will win the game?

43 10 Will there be more than 48.5 pts scored in the game?

44 2 Which team will score LAST in the game?
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